WHOLESALE TRANSACTION GUIDE

Analysing seven questions
of every wholesale transaction
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HOW TO SURVIVE THE EVERYDAY MOMENTS
OF TRUTH THAT CAN MAKE OR BREAK YOUR
WHOLESALE BUSINESS
The consumerisation of wholesale is here. Customer expectations are changing, driven by
technological advances and faster, more flexible delivery services. It’s crucial to understand the
decisions your customers are facing every day about product, price, speed of delivery, sourcing,
inventory and fulfilment. The success of your wholesale business depends on your ability to
exceed customer expectations at every possible decision point.
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THE CUSTOMER HAS A PROBLEM —
CAN YOU SOLVE IT?

FIND A SUPPLIER, THEN FIND
THE PRODUCT

Your roadmap to success…

Harry knows what he needs — now he has to find a way to buy
it. The traditional purchase model looks like this: regardless
of price or speed of delivery, Harry is loyal to a handful of
regular primary suppliers. Today’s model is different. When
he searches online for the best price means every supplier is
just a click away, while the demand for fast delivery puts the
speediest fulfillers into pole position.

QUESTION: What does your customer need? Harry, a
carpenter, needs material to build a fence for his customer.
Harry needs reliable and accurate product information and
delivery times from his supplier to keep his promise to the
customer.

There are many different systems at work within a
wholesale business. From the backbone of your business
— the warehouse management system — to your labour
management, inventory, ERP and finance systems. Bridging
gaps between systems and unifying everything from stock
availability to final fulfilment methods can help you keep
customer connections going strong. One way to accomplish
this is to use an advanced order management system (OMS)
matched with labour and warehouse management systems.

From the customer’s initial product research to
fulfilment and returns, we’ll show you how your
actions can encourage a purchase or lead to a
missed opportunity.

QUESTION: How will your customer engage with you?
Online? Over the phone? In your depot?

Your roadmap to success…

To stay in the running, you need accurate stock availability,
price and delivery information sent to depots, sales reps and
your online shop. In an interconnected world, you never know
where and how your customers will approach your business.
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IS IT AVAILABLE? HOW MUCH?
WHEN CAN I GET IT?

QUESTION: Will your customer buy from the fastest or the
cheapest supplier?
It’s crunch time. Harry has found the material he needs, but
he needs to make a decision between fast delivery and the
lowest price. Travelling between jobs, Harry happens to pass
one of your depot branches and stops to see if the fence
is in stock. Does your service point rep have the tools and
information to secure the purchase?

Your roadmap to success…

With network inventory availability information, the associate
at the branch desk is able to pinpoint where the item sits
within the universe of available inventory. He can select
delivery tomorrow, either to the depot or to Harry’s address.
This is faster than your competitor’s lead time, so despite
being more expensive, Harry confirms a click-and-collect
order. Had the sales associate said ‘five working days’ and
nothing else, the purchase would have been lost.
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CONVENIENCE IN ORDERING,
DELIVERING AND PAYMENT

QUESTION: What’s the best method of delivery? Harry pays,
and while he’s there, he also orders a number of other items.
He selects these to be delivered directly to his address.

Your roadmap to success…

All of the pieces of your wholesaling operation play their part.
The supplier enablement system allows drop-shipping directly
from the supplier. While the distribution management system
— equipped with order streaming, warehouse management
and execution systems with slotting optimisation functions to
help keep your warehouse running like clockwork — it’s also
important to be able to perform advanced operations, like
merge-in-transit and cross-docking, as these serve to keep
delivery times and inventory as low as possible.
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SOURCE AND FULFIL
AT SCALE

QUESTION: How do you maintain your profit margin? Harry’s
material needs to be in store for pick up by midday tomorrow.
To do this, your fulfilment network has a number of options. It
can drop-ship the item directly from the supplier, source the
item from one of your regional distribution centres or send the
item from a local depot 40 kilometres away.

Your roadmap to success…

It’s crucial to have a system with the intelligence to analyse
every option and balance availability with profitability. Using
your business rules, the technology determines the fastest
and most margin-friendly method of fulfilment. Meanwhile,
your labour and warehouse management systems are letting
the warehouse manager know exactly how the shipment is
progressing through the fulfilment cycle, and who’s working
on the order.
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ABC CARPENTERS MERCHANT
Choose a delivery method
CLICK AND COLLECT
NEXT DAY DELIVERY
3-5 DAY DELIVERY
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SIGNED, SEALED,
DELIVERED

QUESTION: How do you fulfil every order efficiently?
Harry’s fence arrives in your depot at 11:00 a.m. the next
day. He collects the material, knowing he can deliver on his
promise and finish the job with a happy customer.

Your roadmap to success…

The other items Harry ordered are all coming from different
suppliers and different parts of your network, but they’re
coordinated to simultaneously arrive on his door as one
shipment. Integration is critical at this stage.

Contact Manhattan Associates today to find out how
you can win in a competitive wholesale environment.
Email ce@manh.com. Find more wholesale tips at
manh.com/en-nl/wholesale

EFFICIENT EXCHANGES, RETURNS
AND AFTER-SALES SUPPORT
QUESTION: Can you deal with exchanges and returns as
efficiently as possible?

Harry needs to return one of his purchased items. A flexible
returns process is a benefit to both your customers and you.
Customers don’t want to waste time returning items. And you
don’t want to waste money processing returns. By making
the process as smooth and as uncomplicated as possible,
everybody wins.

Your roadmap to success…

Make sure you can deal with returns across channels — at the
depot, through the mail, at the service desk and more. An agile
slotting optimisation solution, paired with an advanced OMS,
can get the item back into stock efficiently and back on the
shelves with minimal hassle — meaning you can resell it faster.

ARE YOU WINNING AT EACH
DECISION POINT?
WHERE’S YOUR INVENTORY?
Do you have a complete view of your inventory?
Can you return items to stock quickly?
HOW TO SOURCE?
What options can you give the customer?
Are you sourcing flexibly and profitably?
WHERE TO BUY?
Are price and speed of delivery in balance?
Are you delivering fast enough?

PUSH POSSIBLE
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